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No. SD.INV.9                                                                                         Dated  13-10-2009                          

                                                                                                                         

The General Manager (Engg.), 

Central Railway, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus, 

Mumbai-400 001. 

 

Sub: Amendment No. 1 to speed certificate for operation of freight trains over 

Igatpuri-Kasara down the ghat section of Mumbai Division of Central 

Railway. 
 

Ref: This office speed certificate of even no. Dated 29-09-2009 

 

***** 

Following paras   2.2 and 2.3 may be replaced as bellow:-   
  

2.2 Bridges 
 

2.2.1 The clearance refers to bridges with standard design of girders, slabs, pipe 

 culverts, piers and abutments etc. issued by RDSO for BGML, RBG and MBG - 

 1987 standard loadings. However, the bearings of span 78.8m (effective) 

designed for BGML standard loading as per RDSO’s drawing No. BA-11154 

should be strengthened by providing two additional anchor bolts.   
 

2.2.2 Superstructures and bearings of non-standard spans including Arches and sub-

structures of all bridges are to be examined under  the directions of the  Chief 

Bridge Engineer concern and certified safe by him in terms of current IRS Bridge 

Rules, Steel Bridge Code, Concrete Bridge Code, Arch Bridge Code, Bridge 

Sub-Structures and Foundation Code etc. read with up to-date correction slips.  
 

2.2.3 For train formations, 3 working WAG7 + 43 BCNAMI/BCNMI/BCNAHSMI 

(loaded CC+8t+2t) . 
 

a) BGML spans 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m, 63.0m and 78.8m (all effective) and              

RBG span 47.3m (effective) are prohibited. 
 

b) Track on bridges and approaches of BGML spans 4.3m, 13.1m, and 19.4m (all 

effective), and RBG spans 10.0m, 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m, 63.0m, and 78.8m 

(all effective) and MBG spans of 47.3m, 63.0m and 78.8m (all effective) shall 

be strengthened or modified in such a way so as to allow for dispersion of 

longitudinal force as per clause 2.8.3.2 of IRS Bridge Rules. In cases where 

dispersion cannot be allowed as per clause 2.8.3.2 such as due to provision of 

SEJ in bridges etc., the bridge superstructure including bearings and sub-

structure shall be checked for longitudinal force without dispersion and 

certified safe by the Chief Engineer concerned. 
 

2.2.4 During operation of triple headed WAG7 locomotives, Zonal Railways shall 

 check the resonance on bridges and if any unusual vibrations are noticed, the 

 matter shall immediately be referred to ED/B&S/RDSO/Lucknow. 
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